This Colonial Revival four-over-four plan house faces north and includes a door at the center, which is likely the original door; it is comprised of wood with decorative ironwork 'hinges.' The door has a rectangular window in its upper right-hand corner. A wood storm stoop in front of the door. 12/12 double hung windows are to the left and right of the door. The second story has pairs of wood casement door with glass lights is in front of the door, a cornice is above the door, and filled sidelights flank the door. Steps lead to the concrete of the house, a two-story wing has a one-car garage with a shed roof that projects in front of the wing. A window is right of the garage also has 8 lights in each pane. A small, asphalt 'roof' divides the first and second stories; the roof flares out slightly. Left of the main body door. Above the garage, a pair of windows is 8/8 double hung. In the east elevation, at the main body of the house, two 9/9 double hung windows are at the first story, and a 6/6 double hung window is right of the continued...

This home was constructed around 1936 when the first resident, Guy Charles Throner, moved in with his wife Marie and their son Guy from 1924 to 1954. Mr. Throner served as head coach of the Oberlin men's baseball team and director of the college's intramural program. He also played an important role in devising a new recreation manual for soldiers. During World War II tank drivers, pilots and other service men would be under great emotional and physical stress. Coach Throner helped to implement a new practice of using sports such as bowling, handball and tumbling to relieve stress on the body. By 1941 the younger Throner had graduated from Oberlin High

This house sits on a quiet, residential street that ends in a cul-de-sac.
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54. Farmstead Plan:
   
   Door Selection:
   Single centered

   Door Position:
   Flush

   Orientation:
   Lateral axis

   Symmetry:
   Bilateral symmetry
42. Further Description of Important Interior and Exterior Features (Con't)

chimney. The chimney cuts through the center of the roof's gable and is flanked by quarter-circle windows in the attic. At the rear, a small porch at the second story sits on top of a flat roof behind the garage. At both elevations, the roof of the house is a medium pitch, however, a second, false roofline cuts through the second story, making the roof appear steeper than it actually is. The west elevation, like the east elevation, has an exterior chimney that cuts through the center of the gable. At the first story, to the left, a 12/12 window is double hung. To the right, two 9/9 windows are double hung. At the second story, 9/9 double hung windows flank the chimney. At the east elevation, the first story windows have shutters. They appear to be original. Other shutters lying in the yard indicate that other windows at this house may have also had shutters.

43. History and Significance (Con't)

School and soon enrolled in Oberlin College where he majored in Geology. By May 1942 'Bun' Throner had been called into the military to serve in the war and he chose to attend midshipman school in preparation for joining the Navy. In November of that year the younger Throner announced his engagement to Jean Holt from Pennsylvania, a graduate of the College. They were married in December 1943, soon after the couple moved to Washington, D.C. The senior Throner retired from his position at the college in 1954 and was a Professor Emeritus. He moved out during the 1960's and passed away in 1967. In 1989 he was inducted into the Heisman Club Hall-of-Fame at Oberlin College, in memory of his contributions to Oberlin College athletics. By 1970 piano professor Jack Radunsky had moved in with his wife Betty and their two children. The lived in the house until 1995 when they sold it to Barbara J. Hill, who is the current owner.

44. Description of Environment and Outbuildings (Con't)
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